LAST OF THE RED HOT LLAMAS
PAPER DRAG QUEEN
SEVEN YEAR I CHING
HAIKU UP YR
$SKIRT
GENGHIS CUNT
NIP IT IN THE BUDDHA
BAMBOO
TIBETAN LOOK OF THE BED
SKY HIGH WEST
HIGH DRAGON
SINGALONG

篷亚克篷亚克篷亚克
森索合森索索
海斯望

地

合

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Mr. BUDDA 20
NIGHT
falls on the forbidden
silk
who knows
what
takes
heart
in a short
court
as silk worm
as thousand dreams
Bonzai Rises on the everwidening gates or door (cue: the heart is in centering)
we give thee our silky opera.

Come with uz to old china where tiz common for winged lions to circle the inner city... asleep...

S-man somnambule for the noon rest. All we ask is yr. continue miracle lotus play.

O-o-o dragonfly set as a jewel in an ebony moon ring uz with gold.

Original program for Angels of Light 1972 performance: 'Peking On Acid'.
From The Digger Archives: www.diggers.org.